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“Satellite technology provides a more cost-effective way of delivering internet outside
of the larger towns. It’s just cheaper than laying fibre in the ground.”
John McAleer, Director of the South West Regional Authority

PRIME CONTRACTOR: South West Regional Authority
Innishmore
Ballincollig
Co. Cork
Ireland
http://www.swra.ie/broadband/

CONTACT SOUTH WEST 
REGIONAL AUTHORITY: Ms. Sinead Crowley

Project Manager
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Phone: +353 21 4876877
Fax: +353 21 4876872

PROJECT PARTNER: Ildana Teo. (Ireland)

PROFILE:

Having secured funding from the European Space Agency under the ARTES 4
Programme, the South West Regional Authority in Ireland and project partner Ildana
Teo. have successfully carried out and completed several field trials to test the role of
satellite broadband technologies in bringing high-bandwidth connectivity to rural and
remote locations in the south west of Ireland.

The fundamental aims and objectives of SWB were: 

• through a range of field trials, to independently and rigorously test satellite as a 
means of accessing broadband connectivity within the business, community, 
education and public sector domains

• to evaluate the suitability of the technology, together with its affordability, 
usability, sustainability and reliability 

• to support and sustain innovation in technology and business development, and 
• to evaluate and disseminate our experiences, for the benefit of other peripheral 

regions in Ireland and across Europe.

Overall, the project has been a very successful venture in the delivery of satellite
broadband to rural areas. It has highlighted the ability of local providers, local or
regional authorities or community-based groups to adopt a successful self-help
approach to broadband servicing. Although the field trials under SWB have formally
ended, some communities have decided to keep the service in place, having
experienced for themselves the wide and far-reaching benefits that broadband has to
offer.

During the course of the SWB project, significant developments have taken place to
address the Digital Divide in Ireland. These include an in-depth review and report by
the Oireachtas (Parliamentary) Joint Committee on Communications, Marine and
Natural Resources, which recognises the potential of satellite technology. The project
has also very successfully raised the profile of satellite broadband across much of the
European Union, with a significant influence on the Digital Divide debate also in the
USA. 
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